Fonts

- Testing
  - Regression was major issue during different Open Type layout shaper in ICU, Pango and KDE.
    - Harfbuzz helped
  - Complex script
    - Still regression chances during fixes.
  - Testing
    - Manual testing not sufficient
  - Automated testing
    - More and more test cases.
Present State

- UTRRS
  - But not package level and run time.
  - Manual
    - Image comparison possible but manual hooking.
- Package level testing
  - Lohit fonts has it, we can extend it for other default packages.
Tasks

- Identify packages and implement automated testing for it.
Questions?

Contact:
Freenode #fedora-g11n
Email  g11n@lists.fedoraproject.org
Organizing community

- Transparency (All public communication)
- Don't try to complete everything, keep few things open
- Regular meeting, Meeting to discuss task and keep strategy for mailing list.
  - "Sometimes communicating about what's being done is more important than doing more.
  - Quiet projects stay quiet. Noisy projects get noisier.
- Tasks, tasks, tasks or 'Project management matters
  - Too empty is scary. Too full makes it look too late to help. Balance your task list, have at least 60% of your tasks assigned.
- Governance that is good enough to get going